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EXCHANGE RATE FOR THE RAT BRAIN
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Abstra t.

Understanding the ex hange of water between the intra- and extra ellular ompartments of the brain is important both for understanding basi physiology and
for the interpretation of numerous MRI results. However, due to experimental
diÆ ulties, this basi property has proven diÆ ult to measure in vivo. In our experiments, we will tra k overall hanges in the relaxation rate onstant of water
in the rat brain following the administration of gadoteridol, a relaxation agent, to
the extra ellular ompartment. From these hanges, we will utilize probability theory and Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations to infer the ompartment spe i
water ex hange and relaxation rate onstants.
Due to the orrelated nature of these parameters and our inability to independently observe them, intelligent model sele tion is riti al. Through analysis of
simulated data sets, we re ne our hoi e of model and method of data olle tion
to optimize appli ability to the in vivo situation.
1.

Introdu tion

Investigators have long attempted to hara terize water motion in in vivo systems
as a way of better understanding basi physiologi al pro esses (see [1℄ for a review of some re ent work). These e orts ontinue, as resear h in numerous elds
is hampered by our in omplete knowledge about how water moves within and between the ompartments of a living organism. In magneti resonan e, for example,
the behavior of ontrast agents used in angiography and our ability to dete t and
understand the me hanism of stroke through di usion-weighted imaging are just
two of the many areas where this knowledge an be applied.
There are numerous diÆ ulties in making these measurements, in luding our
inability to observe the motion of individual water mole ules; we see only their bulk
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properties. Studies to measure water motion have been su essfully arried out in
ell ulture and perfused organ systems, but su er from severe limitations. Most
of these methods do not work on inta t organisms, and extension of ex vivo results
to the in vivo situation is tenuous. The organism's normal regulatory systems are
not fun tioning and the ells or organs are bathed in arti ial solutions, rather
than the extra ellular or interstitial uids. The brain, our system of interest, is
one of the most diÆ ult to study as it is physi ally prote ted by the skull and
the blood brain barrier prevents many blood-borne ompounds from entering the
brain.
Magneti resonan e (MR) has revolutionized our ability to study the brain and
other organs in vivo and in situ by allowing us to obtain stru tural and hemi al
information in a non-invasive and non-destru tive way. While the signal in MR
omes from the individual nu lei of the water (or other) mole ules, we still an only
dire tly observe bulk properties a ross a region of ubi millimeters, or mi rons,
depending upon the method used and the system or animal being studied.
Our goal is to observe the living rat brain with MR and to devise a method to
indire tly measure inter ompartmental water ex hange. As this will require solving
a multi-variable inferen e problem, we will utilize bayesian probability theory with
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods.
2.
2.1.

Ex hange and MR
EXCHANGE THEORY

Presently, we are on erned with trans ytolemmal ex hange, the pro ess whereby
water mole ules ross the ell membrane separating the intra- and extra ellular
spa es. The rate onstant governing ex hange (K ) is dependent upon dire tion
and the relative volumes of the two spa es. Denoting the intra ellular spa e with
the subs ript a and the extra ellular spa e with b, we de ne Kab as the ex hange
rate onstant for water moving out of the ell, Kba as the ex hange rate onstant
for water moving into the ell, and Pa and Pb as the intra- and extra ellular water
volume fra tions.1 At equilibrium, these quantities are related by:

P K =P K
a

ab

b

ba

(1)

Di eren es in the hemi al and physi al properties of the intra- and extra ellular spa es of the brain are important, but our ability to measure these properties
is degraded in the presen e of ex hange. Over the ourse of su h a measurement,
some water mole ules will sample the environments of both ompartments. As a
result, we an only dete t a weighted average of the ompartmental values.
Without the ability to look at individual ells or mole ules, we are unable to
dire tly measure the ex hange rate and so annot a ount for its e e ts. We must
rely upon the ex hange ontamination of other measurements, the very property
1 The water volume fra tion onsiders only the aqueous volume and di ers from the \true"
volume fra tion, whi h in ludes the spa e o upied by the ellular stru ture. The water volume
fra tion is the relevant measure for examining physiologi properties. The small vas ular spa e
is ignored for these measurements.
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that makes ex hange important, to infer what the ex hange rate onstant must
have been. The measurement we hose to look at is the MR longitudinal relaxation
rate onstant (R1 ).
2.2.

MR THEORY AND RELAXATION

In magneti resonan e, we manipulate the longitudinal magnetization of a sample
(Mz ), the Boltzmann ex ess of nu lei with spins oriented along the dire tion of the
magneti eld, to obtain a signal. On e disturbed from its equilibrium alignment,
Mz (1), the magnetization will re over in a manner des ribed by the phenomenologi al Blo h-Equation:

dM (t)
= R1 [M (t) M (1)℄
dt
z

z

z

(2)

Integrating Eq. (2) over the proper limits, we obtain: 2

M (t) = M (0) + M (1) (1 2 exp[ R1 t℄)
z

z

z

(3)

Measuring the relaxation rate onstant, R1 , is a standard MR experiment,
usually a omplished by a pro ess alled inversion re overy. In this experiment, the
longitudinal magnetization is inverted, [Mz (t) ! Mz (1)℄, and following a time
delay to allow the system to partially re over, the magnetization is measured. After
waiting for the system to fully return to equilibrium, the experiment is repeated
utilizing di erent time delay values and the results are t to Eq. (3).
The R1 's of intra- and extra ellular water are unknown, but are expe ted to be
di erent as the value is dependent upon the hemi al environment. We sele tively
in rease the R1 of the extra ellular spa e of the brain by inje ting gadoteridol,3
a gadolinium-based relaxation agent4 whi h is on ned to the extra ellular spa e
be ause it does not ross the ell membrane to enter the ell. This in rease in the
relaxation rate onstant is linear in the on entration of gadoteridol over the range
of on entrations we will be using, and the slope of the response is referred to as
the relaxivity of the relaxation agent.
As it annot pass through the blood brain barrier, we must administer the
gadoteridol dire tly into the extra ellular spa e of the brain. An anesthetized rat
is pla ed in a stereotaxi headframe and two needles are inserted into the erebral
ventri les through holes drilled in the skull. Gadoteridol, at on entrations up to
500 mM, is infused at 50L per hour for 1-2 hours. After waiting three hours
for the agent to evenly distribute throughout the extra ellular spa e, the rat is
studied.
2 These equations are usually presented as a fun tion of the relaxation time T , utilizing the
1
substitution R1 = T1 1 . However our later equations will have a more ompa t form if this
substitution is avoided.
3 Gadolinium 10-(hydroxypropyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraaza y lodode ane-1,4,7-tria etate
4 As an in rease in the relaxation rate onstant leads to a tissue-spe i
in rease in signal
intensity under most MR imaging pro edures, these ompounds are also referred to as ontrast
agents. In this paper, we will use the terms relaxation agent and ontrast agent inter hangeably.
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Magneti resonan e imaging (MRI), enables us to obtain an image of the head
and to analyze only the signal oming from a spe i region of interest within that
tissue. By tra king hanges in the R1 of a region of brain upon administration of
varying amounts of gadoteridol, we will infer both the ex hange and relaxation
rate onstants of the in vivo brain.
2.3.

BLOCH-MCCONNELL EQUATIONS

MR relaxation in the presen e of ex hange is a well studied phenomenon and the
ne essary modi ations to the Blo h equation were made by Harden M Connell
in 1958. These equations, known as the Blo h-M Connell two-site ex hange equations, dropping the z subs ripts on the magnetization, are:[2,3℄

dM (t)
= R1 [M (t) M (1)℄ + K M (t) K M (t)
dt

(4)

dM (t)
= R1 [M (t) M (1)℄ + K M (t) K M (t)
dt

(5)

a

a

a

a

ba

b

ab

a

b

b

b

b

ab

a

ba

b

These equations have traditionally been applied to the problem of hemi al
ex hange, when atoms physi ally move between sites. If these sites are distin t
hemi al environments (are on di erent mole ules or are non-equivalent positions
on the same mole ule), they an be independently dete ted and a ted upon via
MR.5 A sele tive inversion of one ex hanging site will ause the other site to lose
intensity initially and then re over as inverted atoms ex hange between the two
ompounds and relax to equilibrium at the two di erent sites. By tra king the
signal hange at both sites over time, the ex hange rate onstant an be easily
determined.
When solving Eqs. (4,5), we make a few simple assumptions. Water is assumed
to be in equilibrium at the start of the experiment and sin e a ompartment's
magnetization is dire tly proportional to the number of water mole ules, we an
utilize Eq. (1) substituting Ma and Mb for Pa and Pb respe tively. As ells are small
ompared to the region of study in MRI, we assume that the intra- and extra ellular spa es are equally a e ted by the inversion and therefore the magnetizations
remain in their equilibrium proportions immediately following inversion (due to
imperfe tions in the experimental setup, we do not assume that the inversion is
omplete). Integrating under these onditions, Eqs. (4,5) be ome:


M (t) = H (t) + G(t)
a



M (t) = I (t)
b

K
K

K
K


ab



M (0) + 1 H (t) G(t)
a

ba



ab

ba



J (t) M (0) + J (t) + (1 I (t))
a

K
K

K
K


ab
ba


ab

ba

M (1)
a

(6)

M (1 )

(7)

a

5 At high temperatures, hemi al ex hange be omes fast ompared to the times ale of the MR
measurement and the two signals begin to merge, destroying their independen e.
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where:

t℄ exp[ 2 t℄
u v
u exp[ 2 t℄ v exp[ 1 t℄
H (t) =
u v
u exp[ 1 t℄ v exp[ 2 t℄
I (t) =
u v
u v exp[ 1 t℄ u v exp[ 2 t℄
J (t) =
u v
G(t) =

exp[

u =
v =
1;2

1
2

=


2.4.

IN VIVO

1
2

1

1

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

+ Kab + R1a

K
+
K
+ R1
2
K

(12)

ba

ab

(13)

a

ba

(R1a + R1b + Kab + Kba )

q

(R1a

R1 + K
b

ab

K )2 + 4 K K
ba

ab

(14)

ba

EXCHANGE AND RELAXATION MEASUREMENT

With in vivo water ex hange the situation be omes far more diÆ ult. Water
mole ules in the intra- and extra ellular spa es are hemi ally identi al and thus
have the same MR resonan e frequen y. As there are presently no known \ hemi al
shift agents" whi h would sele tively shift the water resonan e in one ompartment
relative to the other, allowing their independent dete tion, our measurements an
dete t only the sum of the two ompartments. We also annot dire tly measure
the ompartment spe i R1 values in vivo and, as the relaxation is environmentdependent, the in vitro values annot be used. Finally, the ex hange rate onstants
in Eqs. (6,7) are highly orrelated with the relaxation rate onstants, making it
diÆ ult to di erentiate their e e ts upon a re overy urve.
Before infusion of ontrast agent, the observed re overy is mono-exponential
and an be well modeled by Eq. (3), as ex hange is rapid ompared to the differen e in the relaxation rate onstants of the two ompartments. Upon addition
of gadoteridol, a se ond exponential relaxation omponent begins to emerge in
the re overy, requiring the addition of a se ond term to Eq. (3). In both of these
ases, the observed re overy rate onstants are ompli ated fun tions ( 1 and 2 )
of the ex hange and relaxation rate onstants. As we are interested in separating
the e e ts of ex hange and relaxation, we must t the data to Eqs. (6,7). Due to
the in reased number of parameters, this will require highly a urate and ogent
data and prior information to be su essful.
As a onsequen e, we will a quire data at 32 or 64 logarithmi ally spa ed delay
times to enable a urate quanti ation of a rapidly re overing omponent and of
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ex hange (whi h both have a more pronoun ed e e t on the early timepoints of
the re overy urve). Our MR images onsist of 64 by 64 pixels, representing a 0.5
entimeter thi k ross-se tional slab through the rat brain. Utilizing onventional
imaging te hniques, our a urate R1 experiment would require many hours. This
has led most imaging studies of relaxation times to utilize either 4-8 di erent
delay times and a simpli ed version of Eqs. (6, 7), or to utilize short- uts in image
a quisition, introdu ing distortions into the data whi h we believe are greater than
an be tolerated for our analysis. We will utilize e ho planar imaging (EPI), whi h
allows us to olle t an entire data set in under six minutes, while introdu ing
artifa ts whi h primarily fall only at tissue-air interfa es and the image edges,
away from our area of interest deep inside the brain tissue.
On e the images have been a quired, we will identify the pixels whi h represent the basal ganglia of the brain and determine their intensity. In most imaging
studies, these pixels would be averaged and the regional intensity tra ed over the
various delay times. However, as illustrated in Bretthorst[4℄, this averaging proess assumes reprodu ibility in the pixels intensities a ross the image and over
time. Due to the heterogeneous nature of living tissue these assumptions do not
hold, indi ating a joint analysis of the pixels would be more appropriate. We require that the pixels have the same relaxation and ex hange rate onstants (R1a ,
R1b , and Kab , Kba ), but allow for di erent signal amplitudes. On simulated monoexponential re overy data, with inter-pixel intensity variations of up to 15%, we
obtain improvements in the a ura y of the rate onstant estimation approa hing
the expe ted square root of the number of pixels by performing a joint pixel analysis rather than averaging. Given the diÆ ulty of our measurement, we annot
ignore this improvement.
3.
3.1.

Models and their Su

ess

GENERAL EXPERIMENT AND MODEL

Our general model onsists of eight independent parameters: four amplitudes (the
initial and equilibrium magnetizations for ea h of the two ompartments) and
four rate onstants (two relaxation and two ex hange rate onstants). Due to the
orrelated nature of these parameters and the non-spe i nature of the data, we
have hosen bayesian probability theory with Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods
to infer the parameter values that best explain the data. The inferen e pro edure
is simpli ed by marginalizing the amplitudes, whi h are equipment dependent
and therefore not of interest.6 We are left with al ulating the joint posterior
probability, P (R1a R1b Kab Kba jD I ).
Utilizing bayesian methods allows us to rigorously in orporate any outside
information we have about the various parameters into our experiments. From
other studies, we know that the intra ellular spa e is larger than the extra ellular
spa e, and most likely a ounts for 70-85% of the volume. Our relaxation agent
6 While the equilibrium magnetizations are related to the volume fra tions, Eq. (1) allows the
volume fra tions to be al ulated dire tly from the ex hange rate onstants.
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Plots of the posterior probability distributions for Kab and R1a on simulated data
utilizing the simple model. Though both plots peak somewhat near the orre t values of 0.5, the
data supports a wide range of possible parameter values.
Figure 1.

an only in rease the extra ellular relaxation rate onstant, R1b , whi h will be a
linear fun tion of gadoteridol on entration. The relaxation rate onstant of pure
1 and the presen e of ma romole ules
in vitro water is approximately 0.25 se ond
in vivo will provide additional relaxation pathways, in reasing the relaxation rate
onstant. The relaxation and ex hange rate onstants are de ned to be positive.
Finally, our ability to move the system from mono- to bi-exponential re overy upon
addition of relaxation agent implies that the ex hange rate onstants are likely to
be small relative to the di eren e in relaxation rate onstants between the two
ompartments. We therefore pla e a weak Je reys prior on the rate onstants and
impose a onservative upper bound on the values to save omputation time.
We have examined numerous variations on this model and noted where they
failed to t simulated data or gave indeterminate parameter estimates. From these
failures, we have improved upon our model and learned more about the types of
information we need to a quire in order to obtain a reliable answer. While we have
used numerous parameter sets for produ ing simulated data, all of the results presented here are from data generated utilizing input parameter values of: Pa = 0:8,
Kab = 0:5 se onds 1 , R1a = 0:5 se onds 1 , R1b = 1:3 se onds 1 , brain gadoteridol on entration = 3 mM , in vivo relaxivity of gadoteridol = 4 se onds 1 M 1 ,
and 100 : 1 signal to noise ratio. We will show parameter estimates from only Kab
and R1a , as other parameters follow similar trends.
3.2.

A SIMPLE MODEL

The simplest experiment of this type involves infusing a known amount of ontrast
agent into the brain of a rat, olle ting a single inversion re overy urve, and analyzing these data with Eqs. (6,7) As might be expe ted, these data are insuÆ ient
to adequately des ribe the system. Figure 1 illustrates how the parameter values
are ill-determined by this analysis and in Figure 2, we see that the parameter
values returned by the simulations are highly orrelated, indi ating an inability to
dis riminate the relaxation and ex hange e e ts.
Clearly, this simple model is insuÆ ient for our needs and additional infor-
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Figure 2.
This plot shows the Kab and R1a parameter values hosen by the individual hains
in the MCMC simulation for simulated data. The plot illustrates the high degree of orrelation
between the two parameters, explaining the inability to settle upon a parti ular value in Figure 1.

mation is required that will break the orrelations between the relaxation and
ex hange rate onstants.
3.3.

LINEAR MODEL

The underlying assumption that governs our experimental approa h is that infusion of ontrast agent will only alter the relaxation rate onstant of the extra ellular
spa e and has no e e t upon ex hange. By studying rats at a series of ontrast
agent on entrations, we introdu e a dynami range to one parameter (R1b ) while
leaving the others onstant, possibly breaking their orrelation.
In this modi ed experiment, we infuse di erent, but known amounts of ontrast agent into several rats and olle t an inversion re overy urve for ea h. The
data from all of the rats an be jointly analyzed by assuming that ea h rat has the
same parameter values and that they di er only in the on entration of gadoteridol, and therefore R1b . We in lude the relaxivity of gadoteridol among the model
parameters as we are relying on the linearity of hanges in R1b upon hanges in
ontrast agent on entration.7
Analysis of simulated data with this model appeared promising. Data was
generated to represent a single 64 point inversion re overy urve olle ted from
ea h of 10 rats whi h had been administered varying doses of gadoteridol. As
shown in Figure 3, the posterior parameter estimates are narrowly peaked at the
orre t values.
7 Like the relaxation rate onstant, the relaxivity of the ontrast agent is also dependent upon
the hemi al environment, so we annot utilize values obtained in vitro.
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Figure 3.
Plots of the posterior probability distributions for Kab and R1a on simulated data
utilizing the linear model. Both parameter distributions are entered upon the orre t value of
0.5 with a high degree of ertainty.

However, when we apply this model to in vivo data, it fails to t the data
and returns parameter values that are in onsistent with our outside observations.
We believe this is due to the model assumptions that di erent rats have identi al
parameter values and that the gadoteridol on entrations are known. As interanimal variability in physiologi parameters (e.g., heart rate, blood pressure, ore
temperature, et .) is well known, it is not unreasonable to assume that variations in
the relaxation and ex hange rate onstants of a few per ent ould also be present.
A urate knowledge of the ontrast agent on entration is required in this
model to enfor e the linear response in the relaxation rate onstant. Due to diÆulties in a urately inje ting small volumes into the erebral ventri les, the nal
on entration of gadoteridol in the brain is somewhat un ertain. By analyzing erebrospinal uid (CSF) withdrawn from the brain, a previous study in our lab noted
that following identi al inje tions into di erent rats, post-experimental variations
of up to two-fold were noted in CSF gadoteridol on entrations. By enfor ing a
linear hange in relaxation rate onstants in response to our un ertain estimates
of gadoteridol on entration, we were assuming a false a ura y in our estimates.
It is therefore not surprising that our analysis failed.
To evaluate the e e ts of una ounted parameter variability, we generated a
data set similar to that used in Figure 3, ex ept that for ea h of the ten rats, the
parameter values used to generate the data were normally distributed about the
\true" value with a standard deviation of 2% of the parameter value. Analyzing this
data assuming identi al parameter values, we obtain parameter estimates whi h
are entered greater than three standard deviations away from the true parameter
values, as shown in Figure 4, and were unable to a urately a ount for all of the
data. Residuals from ts to these data were highly systemati and resembled those
obtained from the in vivo study.
It is possible to in orporate inter-rat parameter variability by allowing ea h rat
to stray by a few per ent from the \average" for ea h parameter value (and for
ontrast agent on entration). However, this introdu es four new parameters for
ea h rat, providing the system with suÆ ient exibility that we annot determine
unique, reasonable parameter values, in a similar manner to the simple model.
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Figure 4.
Plots of the posterior probability distributions for Kab and R1a on simulated data
with 2% variability utilizing the linear model, whi h does not a ount for this variation. The
distributions are signi antly o set from the true parameter values of 0.5, indi ating a failure in
the model.

3.4.

EXPONENTIAL WASHOUT MODEL

As variation a ross a dataset of only a few per ent an lead to in orre t parameter estimates, we must utilize a model where this variation is minimized. The
on entration of gadoteridol in the brain is relatively stable over short periods of
time due to the blood brain barrier, whi h restri ts ow out of the brain as well as
in. However, over a period of hours, the ontrast agent will be slowly eliminated
from the brain, redu ing its extra ellular on entration. This washout should be
exponential, as are most biologi al elimination urves.
By keeping ea h rat in the MRI and ontinuously olle ting re overy urves
over the ourse of a few hours, we are able to obtain data at a range of gadoteridol
on entrations on the same rat. Assuming the rat is physiologi ally stable while
in the magnet,8 the various other parameter values should not alter over time. We
add to the list of parameters the unknown rate onstant for gadoteridol washout,
whi h is well determined as our data are olle ted at regular and a urately known
times.
Data olle ted from ea h rat an be analyzed separately, eliminating interrat variability in our analysis, and the parameter values obtained an then be
averaged a ross rats to produ e overall parameter estimates. Knowledge of the
erebral gadoteridol on entration an improve the a ura y of our estimates, by
xing the beginning or end point of the exponential washout, but is not required
for this analysis. Our re overy urves must be olle ted rapidly ompared to the
rate of gadoteridol washout, a requirement whi h was impli itly assumed in the
previous models in whi h ontrast agent washout was ignored.
Simulated data from tra king a single rat over two hours were analyzed utilizing this model assuming no information about ontrast agent on entration.
Results from this analysis are shown in Figure 5 and illustrate that our parameter
estimates, though more un ertain than for the linear model, routinely fall within
8 The rat's temperature and blood gasses an be monitored during this time to verify this
stability.
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Figure 5.
Plots of the posterior probability distributions for Kab and R1a on simulated data
from a single rat utilizing the exponential washout model and a typi al value of the washout
rate. Though not peaked at exa tly the input value, the distribution does reasonably over that
value.

a single standard deviation of the orre t answer. The a ura y of these estimates
is highly dependent upon the washout rate and improves upon averaging a ross
numerous rats and with a urate knowledge of the gadoteridol on entration.
We propose to utilize this model for pro essing our data. While not perfe t, this
model su ers neither from the limitations of the simple model nor the ina urate
assumptions of the linear model and avoids diÆ ulty with inter-animal variability.
4.

Con lusions

In this paper, we des ribe our e orts to develop a method for measuring the
trans ytolemmal water ex hange rate in the rat brain utilizing magneti resonan e
imaging and Markov Chain Monte Carlo. The problem qui kly be omes one of
model sele tion, as we attempt to nd an analyti al model whi h is apable of
returning a urate parameter estimates while a ounting for the variability of in
vivo measurements. By analyzing simulated data we were able to learn from the
failure of simple models to determine the type and a ura y of information needed
to perform the real experiment. We have determined that our best han e for
su ess involves a model whi h analyzes individual rats by tra king the exponential
washout of ontrast agent from the brain. We hope to soon test this pro edure
with in vivo data.
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